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President Biden Warns of Nuclear Armageddon

• Russian President Vladimir Putin has issued multiple threats that Russia is willing to use nuclear weapons 
to defend Russian territory including recently annexed Ukrainian territory but Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelensky has ignored his threats.

• At a fundraiser held on October 6th, President Joe Biden told Democrat donors, "We have not faced the 
prospect of Armageddon since Kennedy and the Cuban Missile Crisis…we have a direct threat of the use of 
the nuclear weapon if, in fact, things continue down the path they’ve been going.” Then he added, "[Putin] 
wasn’t joking when he talks about using nuclear weapons" in response to recent Ukrainian battlefield 
successes in a tacit admission that the risk of nuclear war has never been higher in the past sixty years. “I 
don’t think there’s any such thing as the ability to easily use a tactical nuclear weapon and not end up with 
Armageddon.” Biden then conceded that the administration’s policy did not give Putin a diplomatic option 
to end the war musing that, “We’re trying to figure out: What is Putin’s off-ramp? Where does he get off? 
Where does he find a way out? Where does he find himself in a position that he does not — not only lose 
face, but lose significant power within Russia?” Biden was later asked if he plans to meet with Putin to dial 
down the US proxy war against Russia in Ukraine and replied, “I don’t see any rationale to meet with him 
now” seeming to dismiss the threat of nuclear Armageddon he had privately warned about.

• The same day, Zelensky called on NATO to engage in pre-emptive strikes against Russian nuclear forces in 
yet another attempt to start a full-blown war between NATO and Russia in the belief that is Ukraine’s only 
hope to recover all of its lost territories including Crimea. 

• On October 9th, former President Donald Trump was asked about Biden’s remarks and replied, "We have to 
be very smart and very nimble. We have to know what to say, what to do. And we are saying exactly the 
wrong thing. We’ll end up in a World War III.“ The former President added, "We must demand immediate 
negotiation of a peaceful end to the war in Ukraine, or we will end up in World War III. We will never have 
had a war like this…and it’s… because of the kind of weaponry that’s available today.” Trump previously 
volunteered to mediate a negotiated compromise peace deal between Russia and Ukraine ending the war.



Competing Schools of Foreign Policy Thought
Neoconservatives--support unilateral military action to pre-empt emerging threats and to spread democracy; nation 
building, support fighting other countries’ wars and defending their borders against invasion, but not our own;
containing Russia and China at their borders and threatening war with Sino-Russian Alliance. They disdain the use of 
diplomacy to prevent conflict. 

Liberal Internationalists (globalists)--support U.N, nation building; Believe NATO is the cornerstone of US national 
security & US must not compromise on NATO’s “Open Door” policy, international organizations should seek multilateral 
agreements between states that uphold the liberal international order, promote democracy and support military 
intervention in other countries to pursue liberal objectives. They believe arms control agreements like the ‘New START’ 
Treaty provide greater security than ‘hard’ military power.

Realists (includes America First Conservatives) war should be a last resort in defense of U.S. vital national interests; 
support grand strategy of retrenchment and offshore balancing; believe U.S. should pursue policies that advance the 
national interest and maximize national power at every level—military, economic and trade--to ensure U.S. 
independence, self-sufficiency and national security. Believe U.S. should not provoke conflict by intervening in Russia’s 
and China’s spheres of influence and support negotiated agreements with reciprocal concessions to end wars quickly or 
prevent them from occurring in the first place.

Neoconservative Republicans and Liberal Internationalist Democrats see the world as they would like it to be, not as it 
really is, blinding themselves to potential catastrophic consequences of their policies, leading them to pursue policies 
likely to get us into war with Russia & China. We need to fight liberal groupthink & war propaganda to stop them! There 
is a fundamental misunderstanding about Russia and China which is that if we don’t fight them along their borders, 
they will attack us here at home. The truth is the exact opposite. If we didn’t send US military forces & arms to 
interfere in their spheres of influence, they would never attack us. The threat of Sino-Russian nuclear, EMP & massive 
cyber attack is directly proportional to the degree we threaten them. The more we escalate our war against Russia in 
Ukraine, the greater the chance they will destroy the US & our allies. The same is true if we fight China over Taiwan.



The First Cold War (1945-1991)
During World War Two, the US & UK allied with the Evil Soviet Empire 
providing it with massive military aid enabling it to expand the number of 
people enslaved by Communism from 170 million people in 1939 to 730 
million a decade later, conquering one-third of the world’s territory and 
people. The war was supposedly fought to make the world safe for 
democracy but instead ended up being a war to make the world safe for 
the spread of Communism. Under the Yalta Agreement, US & UK gave 
Russia a sphere of influence over Eastern Europe to the Soviets. 

The Cold War began in April 1945 before World War Two ended with 
Russia trying to shoot down U.S. aircraft trying to rescue the 25,000 US 
soldiers it captured and never returned. In 1946, President Harry Truman 
cut off all US military aid to Chiang Kai Shek’s Nationalist freedom 
fighters ensuring Communist takeover of mainland China—the greatest 
geopolitical catastrophe for the U.S. of the 20th century. In 1951, Truman 
fired General Douglas MacArthur for wanting to win the Korean War and 
liberate not just Korea but mainland China from Communist tyranny at a 
time of U.S. nuclear supremacy when our victory over China would have 
been assured.

Period of 1945-1972 defined by U.S. nuclear superiority over USSR, 
enabling U.S. to fight wars in Korea and Vietnam without fear of Soviet 
nuclear response, followed by rough nuclear parity, sometimes referred 
to as “the Balance of Terror”, enabled U.S. to deter Soviets from attacking 
U.S. & its allies. During the 1980’s, Pres. Reagan rebuilt US military, & 
negotiated arms control agreements with Soviet Union based on 
reciprocal concessions.

In 1986, I drafted a proposed “Treaty of Peace with the Soviet Union”, 
calling for the reunification of Germany, the abolition of the Warsaw Pact, 
a Soviet military withdrawal from Eastern Europe, independence for the 
fifteen Soviet republics, disbanding the KGB, the abolition of the Soviet 
Communist Party, multiparty elections, economic liberalization and 
nuclear disarmament. Five and a half years later it actually happened. 
The Soviet collapse ending the Cold War was a deliberate decision by 
Soviet leaders most likely to erase “the image of the enemy” in Western 
minds and goad the US and NATO to disarm of its nuclear and 
conventional might.



Origins of the Second Cold War
Much like the World Wars, Cold War II could be seen as a continuation of Cold War I, which never really ended, despite a 
brief lull during the 1990’s.

US broke our promise to Russia to never expand NATO eastward. NATO expansion into the former Warsaw Pact in 1999, 
which George Kennan, author of our successful Cold War ‘containment’ strategy warned could lead us to conflict with 
Russia, was followed by former FSB Director Vladimir Putin being appointed Russian President later that same year.

In 2000, I predicted that the greatest existential challenge facing the U.S. in the 21st century would be the emergence of 
the Sino-Russian alliance and that the overriding focus of U.S. national security policy should be to divide and disrupt 
it. Seven months later, Russia and China signed a Treaty of Good Neighborliness and Friendly Cooperation and formed 
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, which Putin has since referred to as “a reborn Warsaw Pact.” The terms of the 
alliance are if U.S. fights a direct war against either nuclear superpower than the other power will come to their aid as a 
belligerent in the war.

The provocative U.S. policy of military confrontation and containment of Russia and China along its borderlands and seas 
within their spheres of influence has caused Russia and China to ally more closely together and coordinate their 
offensive plans against us.

Immediately following the end of the Cold War, President George HW Bush unilaterally disarmed U.S. of 40% of its 
nuclear weapons with his son cutting another 50% of our nuclear weapons. Signing of SORT Treaty in 2002 and New 
START Treaty in 2010 led to massive U.S. nuclear disarmament from 7,000 deployed strategic nuclear weapons in 2001 to 
only 1,515 today, with major treaty loopholes enabling Russia to build up a strategic nuclear arsenal approximately 
twice as large as ours. U.S. nuclear inferiority as emboldened our enemies to engage in international aggressions.

The Bush administration initially planned to focus on great power competition against Russia and China but after the Al 
Queda terrorist attacks on 9/11/01, they fell into a trap and wasted America’s finite military and economic strength at 
the cost of over $6 trillion fighting no-win wars in Iraq and Afghanistan allowing our enemies to leap ahead of us a 
generation in nuclear, EMP and hypersonic weapon technology.

U.S. overreaction to terrorist attacks causing U.S. to be bogged down in the Middle East emboldened Russia and China 
to commit international aggressions such as the Russian invasion of Georgia in 2008 and Ukraine in 2014 as well as the 
Chinese occupation of disputed islands in the South China Sea and internal crackdowns against Hong Kong and against the 
Uyghur Muslims in Xinjiang.



How America Lost the Post-Cold War Peace
• Four Biggest U.S. Mistakes of Post Cold War Period

1. Breaking our promise to Russia to expand NATO eastward when we should have instead invited 
Russia, Ukraine and former Warsaw Pact countries to join NATO simultaneously by 1995 to prevent 
Russia from allying with Communist China.
2. Granting MFN Nation trade status to Communist China every year since 1979 and WTO 
membership in 2001, transferring state-of-the-art dual-use military technology, millions of high-
paying manufacturing jobs, tens of thousands of high-tech manufacturing industries and trillions of 
dollars in wealth to use to engage in a massive conventional military and nuclear buildup to far 
exceed our own nuclear and military capabilities.
3. Signing arms control treaties unilaterally disarming the US strategic nuclear arsenal below START 
I Treaty level of 6,000 warheads which has enabled our enemies to achieve nuclear supremacy 
over us, potentially enabling them to destroy us, blackmail us into doing their bidding and commit 
international aggressions with little to no fear of a US nuclear response.
4. Failing to allow Germany, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan to develop nuclear missiles by the 
1980s or 1990s so they could defend themselves from aggression and help us deter our 
adversaries. Does anyone think that China would be preparing to invade Taiwan today or North 
Korea would be preparing to invade South Korea if they had 300 nuclear missiles each? If they did, 
then the US would not have any need to risk the lives of 275 million Americans to defend them 
militarily.
5. Rejecting Russia’s efforts to become part of the economic and security architecture of Europe, 
instigating the February 2014 Maidan coup which provoked Russia to invade Ukraine, refusing to 
issue a written guarantee to Russia that Ukraine would never be accepted into NATO to prevent 
Russia from invading Ukraine in February 2022 and rejecting Russia’s December 2021 mutual 
security agreement/peace treaty.



Cold War II—NATO v. SCO (1999-present)



U.S. Strategy of Denial

Russia and China now lead a military alliance that includes over 71 percent of the landmass of Eurasia, 
over 43 percent of the world’s population, 31 percent of the world’s GDP, and over 80 percent of the 
world’s operational nuclear weapons, nearly 75 percent of which are deployed by Russia threatening to 
replace the US-Led ‘Liberal International Order’ with a New World Order led by them. 

How have U.S. leaders responded to the formation of a military alliance that poses the greatest existential 
threat we have ever faced in our history? By denying it even exists. U.S. leaders have employed ‘a strategy of 
denial’ with regards to many existential threats naively deluding themselves to believe Russia and China 
aren’t really allies, that the U.S. remains the strongest military power on Earth and that our enemies 
wouldn’t dare risk war with us, none of which is true. 

They ignore the fact that Russia and China have five to six times more nuclear weapons than we do because 
in their minds nuclear wars cannot be won, while Russian and Chinese political and military leaders believe 
nuclear and EMP wars can be fought and won by the side that best prepares for them.

Russia and China have spent vast sums on their national missile defense systems, underground nuclear 
command centers, nuclear blast shelters and underground subway networks to protect them in the event of 
nuclear war. Russia has over 225 times more ground-based ABM’s than U.S. has and could shoot down up to 
1,000 incoming nuclear warheads in the event of US nuclear retaliatory strike.

U.S. leaders have ignored and refused to defend America against the massive ongoing Russian & Chinese 
nuclear buildup, super-EMP weapons and nuclear superweapons including hypersonic missiles in what 
amounts to a historically unprecedented dereliction of duty.

President George W. Bush approved WTO membership for Communist China in 2001 believing they would 
become more democratic and peaceful as a result. Instead, they have used trillions of dollars in trade surplus 
money to build a world-class military and are building a strategic nuclear arsenal nearly three times larger 
than our own to ensure they can defeat us in war. China is now close to doubling our manufacturing 
capabilities and can produce advanced weapon systems 5 to 6 times faster than we can. 

U.S. intelligence has downplayed evidence indicating COVID-19 is a biological weapon developed in China’s 
Wuhan biological weapons lab which they have used to kill nearly one million Americans thus far.



Why Putin Invaded Ukraine
As Dr. John Mearsheimer has argued, the US and NATO have been provoking 
Russia to attack Ukraine since NATO declared Ukraine and Georgia would join 
NATO back in 2008. Russia would not be our enemy today if our foolish, 
failed foreign policy did not make it one.

Putin’s Ukraine actions have been almost entirely reactive to Western and 
Ukrainian provocations, most recently to Biden’s signing of a Strategic 
Partnership agreement with Ukraine in November committing U.S. to support 
its bid for NATO membership and Biden’s dismissal of Russia peace offer in 
January 2022. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin hoped that the U.S. and NATO would agree 
to much of his proposed mutual security agreement, but Biden refused to 
agree to even his most minimal demand to provide Russia a written 
guarantee that Ukraine would never join NATO, thus effectively choosing 
war over peace. Biden administration has engaged in an adolescent temper 
tantrum refusing to talk to Russia since they invaded but must resume high-
level diplomacy with Russia to negotiate an end to the war. 

Russia and Ukraine were close to finalizing a tentative peace agreement in 
late March and early April but then the Russian withdrawal from three 
northern Ukrainian oblasts caused U.S. to pressure Zelensky to cancel all 
peace talks and pursue a strategy of forcing all Russian troops out of Ukraine.

Just as I predicted back in April, Russia annexed four Ukrainian regions due 
to Zelensky’s refusal to negotiate a peace deal ending the war. Contrary to 
Western prevarications, Russia is winning. The war has proven to be an 
unmitigated geostrategic debacle for the West because it has caused Russia 
to align more closely with China militarily & threaten NATO with Ukraine 
losing 130,000 soldiers killed & Russia only losing 45,000-50,000 troops. 

Russia has been fighting a special military operation/limited war in Ukraine 
and has largely achieved most of its military objectives and has been 
offering a cease-fire since September. Had Putin authorized Russian military 
mobilization before the invasion or used cyber/EMP or tactical nuclear 
weapons it could have defeated & occupied Ukraine within weeks.

Putin has reportedly mobilized 700,000 army reservists with 500,000 ready 
for a massive Russian winter/spring offensive replacing Ukraine’s 3 to 1 
numerical superiority in troops with Russian superiority. Russian winter 
offensive is likely to overrun much of eastern Ukraine and perhaps even 
encircle Kyiv by summer forcing Ukraine into a conditional surrender.





Déjà vu--What a Russian Winter/Spring (March 2023) Offensive Might Look Like
A feint attack in the Donbass followed by Kharkiv/Sumy-Zaporizhia armored thrusts could surround 
much of the Ukrainian Army east of the Dnipro River followed by an attack to surround Kyiv



U.S. Proxy War Against Russia in Ukraine is Making U.S. Far Less Safe
• With its preventative attack on Ukraine, Russia is behaving exactly as the U.S. would under same 

circumstances. If Texas had declared independence, tried to ally with Russia and China hosting over a 
thousand of their troops conducting joint military exercises with Russian and Chinese missiles, the U.S. 
would have invaded bombed and annexed all of Texas and called it a defensive war. 

• U.S. and other NATO countries continue to escalate the war providing tens of thousands of anti-tank 
and anti-aircraft missiles including Patriots and artillery, HIMARS multiple rocket launchers, Harpoon 
anti-ship missiles thousands of armored fighting vehicles to Ukraine. Now, we are even providing M-
1A2 tanks similar to the ones I trained thirty years ago. In response, Russia has warned that any 
nation that sends to Ukraine will be viewed as a direct participant in the war justifying Russian 
military retaliation against them.

• Putin’s restraint thus far has proven remarkable in refraining from direct retaliation against U.S. and 
NATO thus far but his forbearance is likely reaching his limits.

• America’s ongoing war against Russia in Ukraine is putting US national security last and provoking a 
Russian nuclear attack that would destroy the US. I have been warning of an increasing threat of 
Russian cyber/EMP/nuclear blackmail against US in which Russia or China would make demands on 
US following a catastrophic attack which if refused would result in even more devastating attacks. 

• On the Glenn Beck show on January 26th, Congressman Chris Stewart conceded that Zelenksy’s war 
aims are incompatible with our own so at some point we need to articulate what our end game is in 
Ukraine and start putting U.S. national security ahead of Ukraine’s to avert a direct war with Russia. 

• Germany’s Foreign Minister recently admitted NATO is fighting a war against Russia. 

• Former Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice stated on February 26th China is not merely considering 
giving lethal military aid to Russia but according to US intelligence is actually considering getting into 
the war on Russia’s side which would place the US not just in a proxy war with Russia but with China 
as well. If they did, it would likely be part of an effort to persuade Russia to join China in fighting a 
war against the US later this year if Biden honors his pledge to defend Taiwan militarily.



How U.S. Might Provoke World War III with Russia

U.S. has authorized over $113 billion in military and economic aid to Ukraine. U.S. 
leaders have declared our objectives are to compel Russia to withdraw all of its 
troops from Ukraine, collapse the Russian economy, overthrow Russian President 
Putin & eliminate Russia’s ability to wage offensive war, which would require the 
use of nuclear weapons to accomplish.

US has admitting to helping Ukraine target and kill a dozen Russian generals and 
has supplied Ukraine with anti-ship missiles to sink Russia’s Black Sea flagship and 
HIMARS rocket launchers enabling them to destroy targets inside Russia including 
Crimea. US has also engaged in sabotage and cyberattacks against Russia seriously 
damaging military industrial targets inside Russia. 

Directors of National and Central Intelligence have stated that Putin would only 
resort to the use of nuclear weapons if he perceives that he is losing the war, 
which is exactly what U.S. policy seeks to achieve. Accordingly, the risks of 
escalation or inadvertent miscalculation leading to a full-scale war with Russia 
remain unacceptably high.

U.S. has deployed over 100,000 troops to Europe with half of them in Eastern 
Europe, which could provoke Russia to attack and invade the countries where they 
are deployed—Poland, Romania and the Baltic states. 

Russia is mass producing its Zircon submarine launched hypersonic missile and is 
deploying its 50 Sarmat super heavy ICBMs. Russian tactical nuclear weapon 
trains were recently spotted moving to Kherson oblast last fall.

Putin could use cyber weapons, EMP weapons or sub-kiloton battlefield nuclear 
weapons to defeat Ukraine or even against NATO’s frontline states. U.S. & NATO 
would likely respond by de-escalating and agreeing to most of Russia’s demanded 
peace terms so nuclear use would be a “win-win” proposition for Russia. However, 
if the U.S. engaged in conventional military strikes on Russian forces in Ukraine, 
China would attack Taiwan and if the US intervened militarily, then the PRC and 
North Korea would likely join Russia in attacking the US with cyber, EMP and 
possibly even nuclear weapons. Biden is highly unlikely to start a direct war with 
Russia or China and would likely respond to a Russian or Chinese use of tactical 
nuclear weapons against other countries with de-escalation rather than a US 
nuclear response that would likely provoke the annihilation of the U.S.

It is ironic that Russia did not pose a threat after the end of the Cold War, but 
NATO expansion eastward and its decision to fight a war against Russia in Ukraine 
may very well provoke the destruction of both the US and NATO.



Increasing Nuclear Imbalance Between the US & Sino-Russian Alliance
Since the Cold War ended, U.S. has unilaterally disarmed itself of 94% of its 
nuclear weapons, including over 84% of its strategic nuclear arsenal.

When President Trump was briefed on US nuclear disarmament in 2017, he 
stated U.S. needed to increase its nuclear deterrent by ten times to make us 
the strongest nuclear superpower again.

The Sino-Russian Alliance has over 80% of the world’s operationally deployed 
nuclear weapons. Russia alone has nearly two-thirds of the world’s nuclear 
weapons. Russia has 8,000 nuclear weapons. U.S. has around 1,700 operational 
nuclear weapons and China has about the same number. Russia has 3,000-
6,000 operational strategic nuclear weapons and can deploy up to 7,500  
strategic nuclear warheads on their intercontinental ballistic missiles without 
warning. Up to 2,500 of Russia’s nukes are reportedly sub-kiloton weapons 
optimized for battlefield use.

China is building an estimated 3,600 additional strategic nuclear weapons, 
which will give it over 2.7 times more deployed strategic nuclear weapons than 
we have. 

Russia and China may have ten times more on-alert “ready to fire” strategic 
nuclear warheads than U.S. by the end of next year with U.S. nuclear bombers 
off alert and only 28% of our nuclear missile submarines deployed at sea.

Much of U.S. nuclear arsenal is over half a century old since the U.S. has not 
built new warheads/missiles since 1992 while most Russian and Chinese 
nuclear weapons are modern. Without a reliable & credible strategic deterrent, 
U.S. may be unable to effectively  deter threats against the U.S. homeland.

Increasing Sino-Russian nuclear superiority enables Russia and China to invade 
other countries like Ukraine and Taiwan with little fear of U.S. nuclear 
retaliation.

Despite these massive Russian & Chinese nuclear buildups, not one 
Republican member of Congress has expressed support for increasing the size 
of our strategic nuclear deterrent by so much as a single warhead, let alone to 
re-establish ‘rough nuclear parity’ with our enemies.



Six New Russian Nuclear Superweapons Unveiled by Putin in 2018
Russia is building four new nuclear submarines each capable of carrying six 
Poseidon underwater UUV with 100 MT warheads. A single one of these 
submarines will carry more explosive power than the entire U.S. nuclear 
arsenal combined. Purpose is likely to stealthily trail U.S. nuclear missile 
subs from a distance, then destroy them with their estimated 50 KM kill 
radius, without being detected and without warning. Ominously, the first 
Belgorod submarine is now being deployed with six Poseidon UUVs.

Zircon nuclear hypersonic SLCM (2,000 KM range) and if launched from a 
Russian submarine in the Gulf of Mexico could be used to execute a super-
EMP attack on the entire U.S. with only 10 minutes warning. Putin 
threatened to use it to nuke DC within 4-5 minutes before Biden could get 
on Air Force One. It is operational and reportedly is being mass produced.

Skyfall hypersonic nuclear-powered cruise missile with unlimited range 
and global reach and would allow attack from unexpected directions at low 
altitude evading U.S. early warning systems and missile defenses. It was 
tested again late last year but is not yet operational.

Avanguard nuclear hypersonic boost glide vehicle would also be difficult 
for U.S. early warning systems to spot and missile defenses to shoot down, 
traveling up to Mach 20. It is currently operational.

Sarmat ‘super heavy’ ICBM capable of carrying 24 to 50 nuclear warheads 
with its 10-ton payload v. only one warhead carried by U.S. Minuteman III 
ICBM. May have a FOBS capability to enter low earth orbit before striking 
their targets from any direction enabling them to evade U.S. early warning 
systems & missile defenses. It is not yet operational. Russia plans to build 
120-200 of them with thousands of new warheads beginning with the first 
50 Sarmat ICBMs scheduled to be deployed within the next few months

Kinzhal hypersonic ALBM launched from MIG-31K fighters which are the 
fastest fighter aircraft in the world. Mach 10 speed; able to change course 
mid-flight to evade missile defenses. It is operational.

China has built some very similar nuclear superweapons.

U.S. has no equivalent weapons to any of these Russian and Chinese 
nuclear superweapons and currently has no plans to develop any with 
little to no ability to defend against them. 



Sino-Russian Contingency Plans to Defeat the U.S. Using NBCE Weapons
Russia and China would prefer not to fight a full-scale war against the U.S. but are planning to engage in joint offensive operations 
against us if we continue to use send U.S. military forces and send arms to nations within their spheres of influence. China would 
prefer to continue its strategy of taking us over economically and buying up our country and U.S. political and business leaders. Their 
goal is to transform America & its allies into colonial economies where we sell them food and raw materials and they sell the world 
manufacturing goods enabling them to blackmail other nations into pursuing pro-Chinese foreign policies.

Types of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WND) include nuclear weapons, biological weapons, super-EMP weapons, and 
comprehensive cyberattacks that I call unconventional or “NBCE” weapons.

Russia and China have been waging a low-intensity war against U.S. for the past two decades with information warfare & cyberattacks 
as part of the Chinese “Unrestricted Warfare” campaign and Russia’s low-intensity “hybrid warfare” strategy.

China recently used a military spy balloon to fly over US Strategic Command HQ, ICBM and nuclear bomber bases and conduct 
strategic recon for a potential Chinese nuclear first strike for seven days. Biden did nothing to stop it until it had completed its 
mission. It was also meant to warn US not to intervene militarily in war over Taiwan or they could nuke us. The three unidentified 
objects which Biden ordered shot down were likely advanced Chinese or Russian stealth jammer drones with far more advanced 
technology than we have. That’s why Biden ordered it covered up and claimed they were recreational or weather balloons.

Russia, China and North Korea have the ability to use super-EMP and cyberweapons against the U.S. to “win without fighting” per 
Sun Tzu’s dictim with little to no warning. U.S. leaders have done little to nothing to protect us against these existential threats.

Former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta stated that our enemies were engaging in 100,000 cyberattacks against the U.S. a day back 
in 2009. Today, Russia is engaging in over a million low-level cyberattacks a day.

PRC has been attempting to develop a biological weapon that kills only Americans and our allies. In 2005, Chinese Minister of 
Defense Chi Haotian gave a speech in which he discussed China’s plans to depopulate the U.S. using biological weapons after which 
China would colonize the U.S., Canada and Australia. However, a massive EMP/cyber attack on the U.S. could accomplish the same 
objective. 

In 2020, Cold War II went “hot” as China attacked the U.S. with their COVID-19 biological weapon which has killed over one million 
Americans thus far—over twice the number of American soldiers killed in both world wars. The year 2020 marked a turning point as 
China stopped concealing its plans to destroy the U.S. and its Pacific allies and became more openly brazen about their plans for 
offensive war. Last May, China began fully mobilizing its economy and military for war and is now in the process of completing its 
war preparations.



Effects of a nationwide cyber/EMP attack on the U.S. 
• EMP is a technological weapon that could set U.S. back to pre-electrical age/late 19th century technology.

• Loss of electrical power, natural gas, running water, sewage, heating, communications, internet; financial and economic collapse. 
Russia has shown a capability to poison our water supplies using a cyberattack.

• Knock out U.S. GPS and early warning satellites blinding us to subsequent attacks, preventing us from being able to coordinate our 
defenses & potentially preventing presidential order to launch a nuclear retaliatory strike from reaching our nuclear triad

• Following EMP attack, U.S. leaders might not even know who attacked us or who to retaliate against.

• Ensuing collapse of U.S. government would result in the dissolution of the United States of America, which would break apart into 
dozens of smaller entities leaving us at the mercy of our enemies who could then invade and occupy us with relative impunity.

• Loss of all emergency services—hospital, ambulance, fire, police

• Most cars and trucks would not work after EMP attack. Gas pumps wouldn’t work without electrical power.

• Shutdown of transportation system (possibly excluding diesel-powered rail locomotives) including the food distribution network, causing 
tens of millions of Americans to starve.

• Malnutrition leads to spread of starvation-related diseases while loss of water filtration system results in polluted water spreading 
sickness.

• Some or all 95 U.S. nuclear power plants could potentially meltdown spreading radioactive material

• Breakdown of law and order leading to civil war as Americans fight and kill each other over increasingly scarce food supplies and roving 
gangs attack our citizens to steal limited resources

• An EMP attack could cause the deaths of up to 90% of Americans within one year. While Russia and China might stage a limited 
nuclear counterforce and decapitation strike against the U.S., they would be highly unlikely to use nuclear weapons to destroy our 
population centers. Therefore, an EMP attack is the most devastating threat America currently faces. If the U.S. goes to war with 
Russia and China over Ukraine and/or Taiwan, they will most likely stage a comprehensive cyber/EMP first strike to destroy the U.S. 
within a few weeks of the outbreak of war with the U.S. 

• Following an EMP attack, U.S. would be largely defenseless against invasion by our enemies. China would likely occupy the West Coast 
within several months in a real world version of the 2012 “Red Dawn” movie.



Potential Post EMP Attack Foreign Occupation Zones
(some states including Utah would likely only be partly occupied)



Judgment Day is Coming But Will U.S. leaders Listen to 
Those That Have the Answers as to How We Can Prevent it?



My Compromise Peace Proposal to End the Russo-Ukrainian War 
Which Earned Me a Place on Ukraine’s Blacklist

• Ukraine declares permanent neutrality outside of NATO with its independence 
guaranteed by UN Security Council Members.

• Ukraine recognizes Crimea as part of Russia

• Russia supports Ukraine joining EU.

• Ukraine agrees to destroy all nuclear capable ballistic and cruise missiles.

• Russia agrees to withdraw all of its troops from Ukraine except from that part of 
the Donbass which it occupies. Popular referendum to allow the Donbass to 
choose whether to become independent. If they vote to remain with Ukraine, all 
Russian troops withdrawn. Unfortunately, this provision is now OBE following the 
Russian annexation of four Ukrainian oblasts. The best terms Russia would agree 
to now would be a cease fire recognizing Ukraine’s battlefield gains in exchange 
for Russian recognition of the annexation of all territory under its current 
control and perhaps western Donetsk oblast.

• Russian government has signaled support for my peace plan while the Ukrainian 
government put me on their List of 35 Most Wanted American Peace Activists
including Fox News host Tucker Carlson, Sen. Rand Paul, Rep. Tulsi Gabbard and 
COL (Ret) Douglas Macgregor and has denounced us as “information terrorists” 
and “war criminals” for the ‘crime’ of proposing minor territorial concessions to 
Russia in exchange for a Russian military withdrawals ending the war.

• On September 28th, I published a proposal calling for a cease fire. Later the 
same day President Trump offered to mediate a peace deal to avert the threat of 
World War III. We need more courageous US leaders like Trump, former Rep. Tulsi
Gabbard and Elon Musk to give speeches and hold political rallies and demand 
Biden end military aid to Ukraine and call for a cease fire to end the war to avoid 
World War III!

• In January, Biden reportedly offered Russia a cease fire leaving it in control of 
18% of Ukraine’s internationally-recognized territory but Zelensky rejected it. 

https://dpyne.substack.com/p/response-to-ukrainian-government


Communist China Likely Planning on Attacking Taiwan by End of This Year
President Xi Jinping has set a goal to reunite with Taiwan by the end of
this year and current U.S. window of vulnerability is providing them a
perfect opportunity to attack Taiwan, likely beginning with a Joint
naval and air blockade potentially coinciding with Russia’s planned
winter/spring offensive against Ukraine in April but perhaps more
likely in the fall or next year at the latest. China recently completed a
Joint Blockade Exercise, blockading Taiwan for one week. But it could
do so earlier if Biden attacked Russian forces in Ukraine before then.

China has amassed a huge amphibious force to invade Taiwan. 
Chinese A2/AD weapons including DF-21 ASBM’s can reach 1,500 KM 
from Chinese coast & DF-26 ASBM’s have over twice that range. Any 
major U.S. Navy ships or US amphibious assault ships entering that 
zone would likely be sunk. All recent U.S. military wargames over the 
last 20 years show US losing a war over Taiwan to PRC. 

Contrary to news reports, China spends more on its military than the 
U.S. and enjoys massive theater nuclear and regional conventional 
military superiority over the U.S. in the Taiwan Straits with 2,000 
nuclear-capable ballistic missiles (nearly three times more than U.S. 
has) as well as the largest army, navy and coast guard in the world.

President Trump has rightly stated that since China is 81 miles from
Taiwan and the US is 8,000 (actually about 6,900) miles from Taiwan,
there is nothing the U.S. could do to stop them from taking it over.

There is a backlog of $14.2 billion in congressionally authorized but as
yet undelivered military assistance to Taiwan depriving it of what it
needs to defend itself while Congress is rushing massive military aid to
Ukraine which is not even a U.S. ally.

If the U.S. went to war with China over Taiwan, Russia and North
Korea would stage joint military offensives against the U.S. and its
allies with China and hit the U.S. homeland with cyber, EMP and
potentially a nuclear decapitation and counterforce first strike.



My National Security Strategy to Counter the Rise of China
• Reiterate that the U.S. will defend America’s treaty allies in the Pacific from Chinese aggression including Japan, South 

Korea, the Philippines and Australia.

• U.S. should act immediately to implement a policy of economic nationalism designed restore America’s economic 
independence by completely decoupling the U.S. economy from China. Negotiate the formation of a new U.S.-led trade 
bloc to counter increasing Chinese economic domination consisting of the U.S., Canada, the European Union, Japan and 
Australia, all of which are sanctioning Russia right now over its war in Ukraine.

• If China implements a full-scale blockade or attacks Taiwan, mobilize America’s diplomatic might to mediate a cease-fire as 
quickly as possible coupled with a peaceful reunification agreement between China and Taiwan based on Deng Xiaoping’s 
“One Country Two Systems.”

• Suspend military aid to Ukraine to compel them to agree to a cease fire and armistice, then negotiate a compromise 
peace agreement with Russia based on my fifteen point peace proposal. Normalize diplomatic and trade relations with 
Russia, negotiate phased western NATO and Russian military withdrawals from Eastern Europe as part of a mutual security 
agreement and sign a grand strategic partnership for peace with Russia. This would effectively neutralize Russia’s military 
alliance with China, which poses the greatest existential threat America has ever faced in its history.

• Sign a tripolar sphere of influence with Russia and China to establish clear redlines/boundaries to our respective spheres 
to prevent future conflicts (more on that in the next couple slides) and incentivize U.S. leaders to stop deploying America’s
military forces into Russia’s and China’s spheres of influence to provoke them to ally against and potentially attack us while 
guaranteeing independence of all nations (except for Taiwan which would be guaranteed autonomy).

• Abandon America’s failed, provocative and reckless grand strategy of liberal hegemony and replace it with a strategy of 
offshore balancing designed to minimize the risks of war with the Sino-Russian alliance, while ensuring our vital national 
interests, Begin a crash program to rebuild America’s strategic offensive and defensive capabilities as outlined on the next 
slide including tripling the size of our strategic nuclear deterrent, deploying 5,000 sea and space based ABM’s and 
hardening our nuclear C3 and electric grid against EMP and cyber attack.

https://dpyne.substack.com/p/a-proposed-peace-plan-to-end-the
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/six-critical-actions-biden-can-take%C2%A0-strengthen-us-national-security-194687


How U.S. Can Divide & Disrupt the Sino-Russian Alliance

Suspend all lethal military aid to Ukraine to pressure them to negotiate an immediate cease fire 
and armistice agreement and end to the war in Ukraine as Biden proposed in January in the 
realization that Ukrainian victory is impossible. Negotiate a new mutual security agreement with 
Russia based on reciprocal concessions as Reagan did at the end of the First Cold War including 
returning NATO to pre-2016 status quo.

Establish ‘strategic clarity’ by declaring U.S. would not intervene militarily in the event of war 
between China and Taiwan Withdraw all U.S. military forces from Eastern Europe, the Middle East 
and most of our forces from East Asia to end U.S. military provocations against Russia/China. 
Establish a two-tier NATO membership system in which US continues to guarantee Western Europe 
militarily but not Eastern Europe.

Sign a Treaty of Friendship & Cooperation with Russia to establish a grand strategic partnership 
for peace between the U.S. and Russia & neutralize the Sino-Russian military alliance.

Negotiate a sphere of influence agreement with Russia and China to greatly reduce the chances of 
a nuclear/EMP war attack which would destroy the U.S. US would remain in NATO but renounce 
Article V military guarantees for East European members. My October 2021 sphere of influence 
proposal published in The National Interest tying a potential U.S. withdrawal from NATO to a 
Russian withdrawal from their alliance with China was attacked by Russian state media as “a trap for 
Russia”. It was also attacked by Chinese state media in an article entitled “China Can Not be Fooled.” 

Objective is to replace the current bipolar international order with a tripolar international order 
which is much more balanced, stable and secure in which Russia and China are no longer allies so 
we don’t have to worry about fighting two nuclear superpowers simultaneously. President Trump 
reportedly planned to make peace with Russia resolving all of our issues in dispute and establish a 
tripolar international order when he became President in 2017 but sadly was derailed from doing 
so by the Russia-Trump collusion disinformation campaign.



Proposed Tri-Polar US-Russia-China Sphere of Influence Agreement



How do we implement an America First National Security Policy?

The overriding U.S. national security priority should be to pursue policies designed to preserve, 
protect and defend the U.S. and the lives of over 300 million Americans.

This means we must not fight wars to defend countries half a world away, with which the US has 
no security agreements with and no vital interest in provoking our nuclear superpower enemies to 
conduct existential nuclear/EMP/cyber attacks on the US homeland that could kill over 270 million 
Americans. 

Replace our failed grand strategy of liberal hegemony with one of retrenchment and offshore 
balancing focused on the defense of our vital interests (Western Europe, Western Hemisphere & 
Japan) to conserve our military strength & avoid unnecessary war.

Given the fact Russia, China and North Korea have the ability to destroy the U.S. with weapons we 
have no defense against, the primary focus of our foreign policy must be to avoid stumbling into 
unnecessary wars with them to ensure our national survival. 

Stop strengthening, arming, giving military technology, aid and comfort to our enemies with 
unilateral free trade policies and tens of billions of dollars in taxpayer subsides in which we export 
high-tech dual-use military technology and industries to Communist China. 

Focus of US national security should be "peace through strength" rather than “war through 
weakness and unilateral disarmament.“

Great power alliances transformed two regional wars in Eastern Europe into unnecessary world 
wars. We must not allow history to repeat itself by allowing the NATO alliance to get us into an 
unnecessary war with Russia over Ukraine and Eastern Europe which would threaten our very 
existence as a nation.



Critical Actions Needed to Rebuild America’s Defenses
Pursue full-spectrum deterrence—aggressively pursue diplomatic ‘peace offensives’ with Russia & 
China to buy us time to harden our nuclear C3 and electrical power grid against EMP and cyber attack 
while developing super-EMP weapons, nuclear hypersonic missiles and space-based national missile 
defenses.

Declare a presidential cyber/EMP/missile defense emergency to reallocate $180 billion dollars in 
funding to fully harden U.S. critical infrastructure and build 5,000 SM-3 Block IIA ABMs to defend U.S. 
against nuclear missile attack paid for by bringing most U.S. troops home and closing overseas bases.

Increase our nuclear missile submarines at sea from four to eight to double the number of survivable, 
second-strike retaliatory strategic warheads; Convert B-1 bombers back to nuclear and put all of our 
nuclear bombers on 24-hour strip alert. Permanently Increase our nuclear alert status to DEFCON 3.

Return our 2,000 strategic nuclear warheads in reserve to active service expanding the U.S. strategic 
nuclear arsenal from 1,515 today to over 3,500 over a period of 6-24 months. Build thousands of new 
nuclear warheads if we fail to neutralize Sino-Russian alliance by improving relations with Russia.

Rescind Presidential Decision Directive (PDD-60), which makes it official U.S. policy to “launch on 
impact” (following confirmation of the first nuclear impact on U.S. soil) and return to a policy of “launch 
on warning” to increase the credibility of the U.S. nuclear deterrent to survive a first strike.

Fully fund the Columbia-class nuclear missile submarine and Ground-Based Strategic Deterrent (GBSD) 
programs to replace our aging Ohio nuclear missile fleet and half-century old Minuteman III ICBM fleet.

Remove and replace all 300 Chinese-manufactured transformers in the U.S. electrical power grid. 



What You Can do to Help Save America
Urge your family, friends and elected leaders to subscribe my “The Real War” newsletter at 
dpyne.substack.com to stay up to date.

Buy and read Dr. Peter Pry’s books and share his most recent national security videos with elected 
leaders.

Send links to my recent articles at “The Real War” and The National Interest and our most recent EMP 
Task Force report “What U.S. Leaders Must Do to Ensure America’s Survival” at www.emptaskforce.us to 
your members of Congress.

Urge our elected leaders to join former President Trump and former Rep. Tulsi Gabbard in speaking out 
and rally the public in support of an America First national security policy of “peace through strength” 
by opposing further military aid to Ukraine, calling for an immediate cease fire in the Russo-Ukrainian 
War and opposing an unnecessary, catastrophic world war with Russia over Ukraine and with China 
over Taiwan. Ask them to support my recommended actions to ensure America’s survival including 
doubling the size of our strategic nuclear deterrent, deploying 5,000 ABM interceptors to defend us from 
nuclear missile attack and hardening our electrical power grid and other critical infrastructure against 
EMP attack.

Contact your state legislators to urge them to pass electrical grid hardening legislation to protect Utah 
grid from cyberattack, super-EMP attack and super solar storms for about a $260 million one-time 
investment or $96 per citizen.

Download a copy of our “A Call to Action for America” brochure and this presentation (link to previous 
version) or email me at emptaskforce.ut@gmail.com for this latest copy and share them with your 
friends and elected federal, state and local representatives. 

Learn more about the EMP threat and consider volunteering and donating to the EMP Task Force at 
emptaskforce.us to help fund our efforts to educate our elected leaders and our citizens on what must 
be done to save America before it is too late.

https://www.amazon.com/kindle-dbs/entity/author/B00IUMVT0A?_encoding=UTF8&node=283155&offset=0&pageSize=12&searchAlias=stripbooks&sort=author-sidecar-rank&page=1&langFilter=default#formatSelectorHeader
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=peter+pry
dpyne.substack.com
https://nationalinterest.org/profile/david-t-pyne
https://emptaskforce.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Blackout-Warfare-What-U.S.-Leaders-Must-Do-to-Ensure-Americas-National-Survival-10-10-21.pdf
http://www.emptaskforce.us/
https://emptaskforce.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/CTA-Revised-2-14-2021.pdf
https://emptaskforce.us/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/America-First-National-Securtiy-Strategy-Presentation-8-25-22-.pdf
mailto:emptaskforce.ut@gmail.com


Questions?
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